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Executive summary
Coal is the single greatest threat to our climate.
Given the economic, social and environmental
havoc that climate change has wrought in the
Philippines, embracing coal is a dangerous policy.
Short term benefits of coal to some elite players
in the Philippine economy pale in comparison to
the billions that coal is costing the Philippines as
a nation, with respect to climate change impacts
alone.
In the Philippines, 13 operational coal-fired power
plants already burn coal to produce electricity,
with an installed capacity of 3,799.10 MW. Worse
yet, the government plans to bring online another
45 coal-fired power plants. Operating the 45 new
coal-fired power stations with a capacity of over
10,300 MW could push up the Philippines’ carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions by over 64.4 to 79.8
million metric tons a year. Our leaders have been
publicly talking a green talk, but quietly walking
on the path of dirty fossil fuels.
Our coal addiction fuels climate change and
undermines our ability to stand up as world
leaders for a fair, ambitious, legally binding
climate change treaty – one that can save us.
The Philippines is highly vulnerable to climate
change. Indeed, the country consistently tops
climate change vulnerability indexes, with many
experts listing the Philippines as amongst the 3
most vulnerable countries in the world.
Nearly one year has passed since Super Typhoon
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Yolanda, which was an example of the Philippines’
vulnerability. It killed over six thousand, left over
a thousand missing, and displaced over 4 million
people – in addition to costing the economy
hundreds of billions. What’s worse, Yolanda was
unprecedented but not unusual: the frequency of
typhoons in the Philippines may increase.
Moreover, we now know that climate change is
loading the dice for extreme weather events like
Yolanda: Climate change has made sea levels
rise. Higher sea levels in turn trigger higher storm
surges, which mean that more water is pushed
farther inland. This amplifies the damage done
by tropical cyclones to people, housing, and
infrastructure. Sea level rise has been occurring
significantly faster in the Philippine Sea than
elsewhere around the world, with increases in
excess of 10mm/year. Even without extreme
weather events, rising sea levels can spell
catastrophe for the country: a one-meter rise in
sea level could affect 16 regions, 64 out of 81
provinces, covering at least 703 out of 1,610
municipalities, inundating almost 700 million m2
of land and potentially displacing at least 1.5
million Filipinos.
Beyond extreme weather events and sea level
rise, climate change triggers temperature shifts,
rainfall shifts, flooding, landslides, and droughts,
and can have extreme negative impacts on our
agriculture as well as on health.
Without expanded climate change mitigation or
adaptation, Philippines could suffer a mean loss

of 2.2% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by
2100 on an annual basis, considering only market
impact (especially agriculture and coastal zones).
The mean impact could be 5.7% of GDP each
year by 2100 when including non-market impact
(mainly health and ecosystems). This rises to
6.7% of our nation’s GDP if catastrophic risks are
taken into account. In the end, climate change
and other weather-related calamities pose
huge economic costs for the Philippines, and
superstorms in particular cost us billions.
Our national policies on coal and climate change
just aren’t cutting it. We need to face facts,
and act now. The Philippine Climate Change
Commission, the Department of Energy, and our
nation’s top leadership must set us on a clear
path to quit coal. It does not make sense for
the Philippines to contribute to climate change
through new coal-fired plants or expanded coal
mining, if climate change will wreak havoc on the
nation and its economy for generations to come.
Instead of clinging to its dirty coal addiction, the
Philippines should be part of the global solution
to climate change and embrace an energy
revolution.
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Lives and
money lost to
climate change
“The science has given us a picture that has
become much more in focus. The IPCC report on
climate change and extreme events underscored
the risks associated with changes in the patterns
as well as frequency of extreme weather events.
Science tells us that simply, climate change will
mean more intense tropical storms. As the Earth
warms up, that would include the oceans.”1
(Naderev Saño, the head of Philippines delegation
speech at UNFCCC COP19)
“Climate change is already with us. It kills. It
steals livelihoods. And it takes the most from
those who have the least… Farmers face more
hot days as they set to work. Families are
sleeping outside in mosquito-infested areas
because their homes are unbearable in the
heat of the night… Rivers are drying up… while
unprecedented floods are devastating other
areas. Salt from rising seas harms fertile land
and fresh water supplies. Coastlines erode. Land
is submerged. Populations fail to make a living.
People move. Pollution also kills. It acidifies
lakes and oceans, poisons plants and animal life,
corrodes infrastructure and contaminates the air
we breathe. We pay for each of these damages
in lives, suffering and dollars…climate change
is already lowering economic output globally
and will increasingly hold back growth – unless
strong action is urgently taken… 5 million lives
are lost each year today as a result of climate
change and a carbon-based economy… Climate
change is found to have already set back global
development by close to 1% of world GDP…
Inaction on climate change cost Least Developed
Countries an average of 7% of their GDP for the
year 2010 – with losses that will greatly increase
in the years ahead.”2
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Coal and CO2 emissions
in the Philippines
In the Philippines, 13 operational coal-fired
power plants burn coal to produce electricity,
with 3,799.10 MW installed capacity. Rather than
embracing renewable energy, the government
plans to bring online another 45 coal-fired power
plants. Our leaders have been publicly talking a
green talk, but quietly walking on the path of dirty
fossil fuels.
Coal is the most polluting energy source in the
Philippines and the dominant source of carbon

The government plans to
bring online another 45
coal-fired power plants.

dioxide (CO2) emissions. Estimates vary but
they all remain high. As of 2012, the Department
of Energy reported that power generation in
the Philippines was still dominated by coal, at
nearly 38.76%.3
Trends would indicate that coal’s role in our
country has been growing, not receding. Data
from the Department of Energy indicates
that in 1991, the total percentage for power
generation for coal was 7.57%, whereas in 2008
it was 25.89%, and in 2012 it had increased to
38.76%.4
For renewables, it fell from 33.92% in 2008, to
28.69% in 2011 – showing a steady increase for
coal and a relative decline for renewables.
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2011 2012
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Our coal-fired power plants spew out millions of
tons of pollution every year, contributing to climate
change – in addition to filling neighboring air with
toxic substances like mercury, lead, arsenic,
cadmium and tiny sulfate and nitrate particles
that wind up deep in people’s lungs, operating as
silent killers). According to Deutsche Gesellschaft

The emissions picture has been getting steadily
worse over time. By 1998, the country discharged
76 million metric tonnes of CO2 “into the
atmosphere from fossil fuel combustion alone;”
and this 1998 level represented “a 72% increase
relative to 1990 levels (WRI 2003).”7 The 1998
level of 76 million metric tons of CO2 has now
been far surpassed.8

Coal’s role in our country
has been growing.

Carbon emissions from
power generation in the
Philippines produced around
81.15 million metric tonnes
in 2011.

für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH,
“Carbon emissions from power generation in the
Philippines produced around 81.15 million metric
tonnes in 2011.”6
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Philippines chart of thousands of tons of annual CO2 emissions9

Operating 45 new coalfired power stations with
a capacityof over 10,300
MW could push up the
Philippines’ CO2 emissions
by over 64.4 to 79.8 million metric tons a year.11
Moreover, building new
coal-fired power stations
would undermine the
Philippines’ role in any
international agreements
to tackle climate change.
Embracing coal lessens
10

the Philippines’ credibility in fighting for a good
climate change treaty.
Worldwide, coal fired power plants are the
biggest source of man-made CO2 emissions.
From mining to combustion, coal is the most
polluting of all fossil fuels. Coal energy is the
single greatest threat facing our climate. In
2011, globally, coal was responsible for 44% of
carbon emissions from fuel – a higher percentage
than even oil (35%) or natural gas (20%).12
Coal accounts for such a disproportionately large
percentage of “the global CO2 emissions due
to its heavy carbon content per unit of energy
released… As compared to gas, coal is nearly
twice as emission intensive on average.”13 Coal
burning for energy releases more carbon dioxide
than any other fossil fuel, in addition to which
coal mining is responsible for 8-10% of humanmade methane emissions globally.”14

The Philippines is highly vulnerable
to climate change
The Philippines has increasingly been considered
a “climate hotspot”, highly vulnerable to impacts
of climate change. As an archipelago of more
than 7,100 islands sitting over vast ocean waters
in the Western North Pacific, it is exposed to
natural hazards, such as tropical cyclones
(classified in the Philippine Area of Responsibility
or PAR as depressions, storms and typhoons),
floods, droughts, and accelerated sea level
rise, among others. Because of its many lowlying islands, long coastlines and large coral
reefs, the country is prone to flooding, storm
surges and coral reef bleaching. With these
weather- and climate-related hazards and risks,
the Philippines was ranked second in the Global
Climate Risk Index for 2012, next to Haiti. 15
Relatedly, in a 2012 study on the “Combined
18000

Vulnerability to Food Security Threats from Climate
Change and Ocean Acidification Impacts on
Seafood Availability… The Philippines is number
34 in the combined ranking for vulnerability from
climate change and ocean acidification.” Another
study, the 2011 Global Climate Risk Index,
ranked the Philippines in 4th place because
of the country’s very high vulnerability overall
to climate change impacts and catastrophes:
cyclones, drought, floods, extreme weather
events, temperature rise, shifting rainfall patterns
and sea level rise. The country placed 3rd in the
United Nations World Risk Index.18 The Philippines
ranked 6th in the Maplecroft 2012 Climate Change
Vulnerability Index (CCVI),19 , while the World Risk
Report 2012 by Alliance Development Works,
the Nature Conservancy, and the United Nations
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Figure 4
The chart of the value of CO2 emissions from solid fuel consumption in Philippines
The value was 15,368.40 as of 2009. As the graph in the hyperlink shows, over
the past 49 years this indicator reached a maximum value of 15,408.73 in 2008
and a minimum value of 62.34 in 1973.
Definition: Carbon dioxide emissions from solid fuel consumption refer mainly to
emissions from use of coal as an energy source.10
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Climate Risk Index for 2012: the 10 most affected countries 10

University ranked the Philippines as 3rd highest
risk worldwide.20 Maplecroft’s 5th annual Climate
Change and Environmental Risk Atlas identified
Manila as the 2nd most threatened city in the world
in terms of risk from the onset of climate change.
Moreover, from 2000 to 2010, the Philippine
population increased from 76.51 million to 92.34
million, at an annual growth rate of 1.9%. Rapid
population growth rate of has put more people at
risk to the impacts of climate change, especially
the poor who have less ability to cope and adapt
to disasters such as flooding or typhoons.

The storm is thought to
have killed as many as
6,293 people, 1,061 more
are believed to be missing,
28,629 were injured and
about 4,095,280 million displaced.
12

Although the exact ranking of the Philippines varies,
all these reports – and others too – validate that
the Philippines consistently tops climate change
vulnerability indexes.

Super Typhoon Yolanda is an example
of the Philippines’ vulnerability
When Typhoon Yolanda (international name
Haiyan) struck the Philippines in November 2013
with one-minute sustained winds with speeds of
315 km/h (196 mph),23 it entered history as the
strongest storm ever recorded at landfall, and
possibly the strongest typhoon in history with
respect to wind speed.24 The storm is thought
to have killed as many as 6,293 people, 1,061
more are believed to be missing, 28,629 were
injured and about 4,095,280 million displaced.25
Ferocious winds and torrential downpours not
only knocked out power and communications,
but caused devastating flooding that triggered
landslides and washed away homes, roads,
clinics, schools, airport buildings and more.
Thousands were buried under rubble and
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Figure 6
National Disaster Risk Index in 2010
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millions left homeless and impoverished, fleeing
for safety, with their life savings destroyed in a
day and no way to recoup their financial losses.
In particular, the storm devastated the whole
city of Tacloban and other coastal towns of
Leyte and Samar due to 5-7 meter storm surge
and destroyed building structures, forests and
farmlands. The supertyphoon cost our economy
millions in minutes.
It added strains to other urban centers such as
Metro Manila or Cebu as well, where evacuees
migrated. In the short term, the government had
to shoulder the living costs of these families. In the
long term, jobs will have to be created for them in
the cities they migrated to, whereas many of them
were self-reliant prior to the typhoon. At least 380
million in cash and assistance were raised on an
emergency basis by international aid donations26
in the months following the superstorm, and “the
World Bank Group’s Board of Executive Directors
approved the US$500 million quick-disbursing
budget support.”27 The National Disaster Risk

The supertyphoon cost our
economy millions in minutes.
Reduction and Management Council (NDRRMC)
reported on January 29, 2014 that Yolanda
damages surpassed PHP 39 billion (over USD 895
million in July 2014 dollars) in costs to crops (PHP
9 billion), fisheries (PHP 6 billion) and livestock
(PHP 2.9 billion) as well as infrastructure (PHP 19
billion).28 “The NDRRMC added that total cost of
government assistance for the affected families
has reached PHP 1.185 billion.”29 Many experts
believe that even the considerable government
and international aid money pouring in will
simply not be enough to rebuild what was lost.
Estimates of damages run into the hundreds of
billions. Already in December 2013, the National
Economic and Development Authority (NEDA)
“said the Yolanda recovery and reconstruction will
require a total of PHP 361 billion in investments”30
(roughly equivalent to USD 8.3 billion in July 2014
dollars).
Extreme weather events like Yolanda (known
internationally as Haiyan) are probably fueled
and made more likely by global warming. Climate
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Climate change is loading
the dice for extreme weather
events like Haiyan.
change is loading the dice for extreme weather
events like Haiyan. The storm’s strength and
rapid development have been aided by unusually
warm ocean waters and warm, moist air (warm
air holds more water vapor than cold). Global
warming also causes sea level rise, increasing
the risk of flooding from storm surges, especially
in low-lying areas like much of the Philippines.
Carbon dioxide is the steroids that leads to
According
grand-slam storms like Haiyan.”31
to the USA National Climate Assessment for
2012, “Temperatures, rainfall, droughts, highintensity hurricanes and severe flooding events
all are increasing and projected to continue as
the world’s climate warms.” How this will happen
and by how much is a matter of intense debate.
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19th Conference of the
Parties : UN 2013 climate
talks in Poland
At the COP19, Naderev Saño, head of the
Philippine delegation, linked super typhoon
Yolanda to climate change. ‘What my country is
going through as a result of this extreme climate
event is madness, the climate crisis is madness.
We can stop this madness right here in Warsaw.’ ” 33
Environmentalist Bill McKibben commented on
the tragically ironic timing of Yolanda, which
smashed into the Philippines precisely when
negotiators from around the world were arriving in
Warsaw, Poland “for the latest installment of the
United Nations Climate Talks, COP 19… [where]
negotiators from the largest emitting countries
will bask under the fluorescent lights of yet
another conference center to bicker, delay and
obfuscate.”34 The conference was hamstrung by
a lack of commitment from major polluters and
coal exporters, with Australia not even sending a
junior minister to Warsaw.

What we don’t know about climate
change and extreme weather
Climate change deniers will insist that typhoons
have happened throughout the Philippines’
recorded history. This is true. Climate scientists
are hesitant to attribute a single weather event on
global warming. They are right. It is not possible
to make a determination about climate change
and a single storm. Senior research associate at
the University of Miami Brian McNoldy explained,
“Extremely intense tropical cyclones are rare, but
have always been a part of nature.”35 Individual
typhoons cannot be directly attributed to climate
change. Efforts have been made to determine the
portion of the increase in damages that might be
attributed to climate change brought about by
greenhouse gas emissions, but a study by Bouwer
and other scholars36 showed that it was not yet
possible to do so. To date, there are no definitive
studies, which indicate that individual disasters
caused by single extreme weather events can be
attributed to climate change.37
At this stage, “our understanding of how climate
change affects extreme weather is still developing,
[in addition to which] changes in precipitation are
quite complex38, and current computer models
of climate have only a limited ability to predict
the heaviest precipitation.”39 It could take many
years for scientists to have a clearer picture of
the relationship between climate change and
stronger, more frequent extreme weather events.
Our current understanding and predictions may
be off-base, given that “recent observed changes
in precipitation have been even greater than
the changes projected by climate models.”40

Evidence suggests that extreme weather may be
affected more than we ever anticipated – just as
Greenland’s ice sheets have been melting faster
rate than any scientists had predicted.
We need an improved, updated and complete
database of extreme weather events in and
around the Philippines to achieve greater clarity,
like the data that we have for North Atlantic
hurricanes.41 The frequent debate over whether

Recent observed changes
in precipitation have been
even greater than the
changes projected by
climate models.
anthropogenic climate change has contributed
to observed damage indicates a need for
assessments of the detection and attribution of
the effects of climate change, especially in and
around the Philippines.42
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Extreme weather events
An extreme weather event differs significantly
from the average or usual weather pattern.
Extreme events include heat waves, droughts,
tornadoes, and hurricanes – but the key is that
extreme weather events are unusual, severe, or
unseasonal. Definitions usually focus on weather
at the extreme of historical distribution (e.g.
weather outside a previously recorded range),
where weather or climate is defined as the
occurrence of a value of a weather or climate
variable above (or below) a threshold value near
the upper (or lower) ends (tails) of the range of
observed values of the variable.43 For example,
to assess extreme daily temperatures, threshold
values used could be 99th or 1st percentiles.
However, some climate extremes such as droughts
and floods may result from accumulation of
weather or climate events that are not extreme in
and of themselves – although their accumulation
could end up being extreme. Moreover, some
weather events, even if not extreme in a statistical
sense, can still lead to extreme conditions or
impacts if they cross a critical threshold in a
social, ecological, or physical system, or if they
occur at the same time as other damaging events.
A weather system such as a tropical cyclone
can have an extreme impact even if the specific
cyclone is not extreme relative to other tropical
cyclones.
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Some weather events,
even if not extreme in a
statistical sense, can still
lead to extreme conditions
or impacts if they cross a
critical threshold in a social, ecological, or physical
system.

What we suspect about climate
change and extreme weather
Despite climatologists’ uncertainties however,
it is now very likely that human influence has
contributed to observed global-scale changes in
the frequency and intensity of daily temperature
extremes since the mid-20th century and likely
that human influence has more than doubled the
probability of heat waves in some locations.44 It
is likely that anthropogenic forcing has made a
substantial contribution to the warming of each
of the inhabited continents since 1950.
There is also medium confidence that human
influence has contributed to large-scale changes
in precipitation patterns over land.

this, higher-resolution modelling studies typically
project substantial increases in the frequency of
the most intense cyclones, and increases of the
order of 20% in the precipitation rate within 100
kilometres of the storm centre.”45 At this stage,
it is too early to properly judge the accuracy of
new scientific claims, but they should sound an
alarm bell for lawmakers of the Philippines to fund
more research and to play it safe by embracing
renewable energy at home while pushing for
an ambitious, fair, legally binding, international
climate treaty.

Moreover, a growing body of literature is emerging
which may link climate change to potentially
devastating weather. There is no clear consensus
yet, but more researchers have found that global
warming could make typhoons stronger and more
frequent in the future. The 2010 peer-reviewed
report in Nature Geoscience, posited that
“existing modelling studies... consistently project
decreases in the globally averaged frequency of
tropical cyclones, by 6 to 34%. Balanced against

More researchers have
found that global warming
could make typhoons stronger
and more frequent in the
future.
19

What we know
for sure
There are some points we can acknowledge with
certainty. The devastation that tropical cyclone
Yolanda and others like it (hurricanes, cyclones,
and typhoons) wreak on countries like the
Philippines can be aggravated by climate change
for several reasons:

• Climate change has made sea
levels rise.
• Higher sea levels trigger higher
storm surges.
• Higher storm surges mean that
more water is pushed farther
inland.
• More water inland amplifies
the damage done by tropical
clones to people, housing and
infrastructure.
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Schematic showing the effect on extreme temperature
when (a) the mean temperature increases, (b) the variance
increases, and (c) when both the mean and variance increase
for a normal distribution of temperature.

Figure 7
Climate change shifts the odds for extreme
weather events 46

Climate change increases temperatures
in the Philippines and across the globe
Science has clearly proven that the globe is
heating up.47 We know for sure that a hotter planet
results to a drastic change in climate patterns.
The most current global assessment by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in 2013 has indicated that human influence
has been detected in warming of the atmosphere
and the ocean, in changes in the global water cycle,
in reduction in snow and ice, in global mean sea
level, and in changes in some climate extremes. It
is extremely likely that human influence has been
the dominant cause of the observed warming
since the mid-20th century. The Fifth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC AR5) states that warming of the
climate system is “unequivocal” and that this is
largely due to an increase in the atmospheric
concentration of anthropogenic greenhouse
gases.49 One of the main conclusions is that many
of the observed changes include warming of the
atmosphere and ocean, diminishing amounts of
snow and ice, sea level rise and the increasing
concentrations of greenhouse gases.
In addition, we know that “the warming of air and
sea temperatures – which is well under way –
should on the whole give more power to tropical
cyclones, in part because warmer air can hold
more water vapor.”50 Warmer air holds 4% – 8%
more moisture per extra degree Fahrenheit, and in

a typhoon, each additional drop of moisture can
become an additional raindrop for the typhoon to
dump down on already flooded communities. The
IPCC found that with a 4% increase in moisture
per degree the atmosphere’s water vapor content
increased by 0.41 kilograms per square meter
(kg/m2).51 It is now virtually certain that the
frequency and intensity of the strongest tropical
cyclones in the North Atlantic has increased since
the 1970s.52
In the Philippines, manifestations of changing
climate are now evident. Increasing trends in
annual mean temperature have been noted and
extreme weather/climate events like increasing
number of hot days and warm nights, and
intense 24-hour rainfall are being seen to be
more frequent. These are not unusual anymore
and are becoming the norm. The IPCC also found
that mean, maximum and minimum temperatures
in the Philippines increased 0.14°C per decade
since 1971.53 Scholars and governments agree
with the IPCC report. “Tibig (2004)54 and Manton
et al. (2001)55 support this finding, showing
departures from the annual mean, maximum and
minimum temperatures in recent years of 0.61°C,
0.34°C, and 0.89°C, respectively, from the 1961–
1990 normal values, indicating an increase in
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Figure 8
Observed annual mean temperature anomalies (1951-2010) in the Philippines based
on 1971-2000 normal values.

temperature. The frequency of hot days and warm
nights has also increased and the number of cold
days and cool nights decreased.”56 The Philippine
Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical
Services Administration (PAGASA)’s climatology
division conducted a 2010 study analyzing
climate data from 1960 to 2003. It too showed
marked increases in the frequency of hot days
and hot nights, and a decrease in cooler days.
PAGASA predicted that we would see more days
where temperature will rise above 35 degrees
Celsius in 2020 and 2050.57
In the Philippines, analysis of surface land
temperature trends shows an increase of 0.65
degrees Celsius in annual mean temperatures for
the period 1951-2012. Fig. 8 shows temperature
anomalies versus the (1971-2000) normal value
for the period 1951 – 2010. Over the last 60 years,
the average annual rate of increase is 0.0108oC
per year, with the rate increasing to 0.0164
degrees Celsius per year in the last 30 years

24

(1981-2010). Before 1987, the temperature
was cooler. Anomalous positive temperatures
only started thereafter with increasing rate with
time. However, the interannual variations in the
warmer period are still evident as the trend went
down during the period from 1989 to 1996. The
highest positive anomaly occurred in 1998,
at the peak of one of the most significant El
Niño events in the north-west Pacific causing
widespread drought in the Philippines and
massive forest fires in Indonesia.58
Figure 9 shows the yearly anomaly variation of
the annual diurnal maximum temperature for the
period 1951 to 2010. The deviation from the 19712000 normal values varies over the entire period
from positive to negative with a rising trend in
1987, falling down to below zero in 1995-96, 1999
and 2008-09. Nevertheless, an increasing trend,
statistically significant at 95% level, is noted in
the 5-year linear running mean. An increase of
0.36 degrees Celsius has been observed in the
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Figure 9
Observed annual maximum temperature anomalies (1951-2010) in the
Philippines based on 1971-2000 normal values.
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Figure 10
Observed annual minimum temperature anomalies (1951-2010) in the
Philippines based on 1971-2000 normal values.

mean annual maximum temperature over the 60year period, with the highest positive anomaly
(+0.9) observed during the 1998 El Niño.
On minimum temperature (nocturnal), the
analysis of anomalies in Figure 10 shows a
higher increasing trend. Negative temperature
anomalies were observed before 1987 and
positive increasing anomalies thereafter with
highest value of +0.9 during the 1998 El Niño. An
increase of 1.0 degrees Celsius over the 60-year

period has been observed and this is three times
greater than that of the maximum temperatures.
The large increase in the minimum temperatures
(nocturnal) over the observed period indicates that
nights are becoming warmer in the Philippines,
demonstrating reduced variability and increased
convergence between diurnal and nocturnal
temperatures.
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Climate change affects extreme daily
temperatures
(extreme values-hot days, warm nights, and cold
days, cool nights)
Analysis of extreme daily temperature from 1951
to 2008 shows the trends of hot days and cold
nights to be statistically significant (95%). In
Fig.11, the trends in the frequency of days with
maximum temperature (hot days) above the mean
99th percentile are significantly increasing ( ) in
most parts of the country. However, significantly
decreasing ( ) trends are noted in some areas of
the Bicol region, Visayas [specifically in Roxas]
and Mindanao [specifically, in Zamboanga].
For cold nights (frequency of days with minimum
temperature below the 1st percentile), significant
decreasing trends ( ) are noted in most areas all
over the country. This means that the number
of cold nights in many areas of the Philippines
during the period 1951 – 2008 had decreased
when compared to the normal values for the
period 1971 – 2000. However, some areas (i.e.,
Iba, Zambales and Dagupan in Luzon) have
significant increasing ( ) trends (See Fig.12).
The extreme daily temperature trends, in
particular those for cold nights and hot days are
found to be more spatially coherent all throughout
the country. The statistically significant trends in
extreme events when considered in conjunction
with the observed warming trends already
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described reveal a climate, which has undergone
substantial changes, particularly over the last 30
years.
The AR459 reported a statistically significant
increase in the numbers of warm nights and a
Figure 11
Trends in the frequency
of days with maximum
temperature above the
1971-2000 mean 99th
percentile (Hot days)

Figure 12
Trends in the frequency
of days with minimum
temperature below the
1971-2000 mean 1st
percentile (Cold nights)

statistically significant reduction in the numbers
of cold nights for 70 to 75% of the land regions
with data. More recent analyses available since
the AR4 are consistent with the assessment of
increase in warm days and nights and a reduction
in cold days and nights on the global basis
(IPCC, 2012). The IPCC 2013 further concludes
that further evidence indicates that the level of
confidence that the majority of warm and cool
extremes show warming remains high.60 Despite
differences in the different data sets used in
assessing temperature extremes globally, results
of analyses show large coherence trends in
temperature extremes, indicating warming of both
maximum and minimum temperature extremes,
with faster increase in minimum temperature
extremes than maximum temperature extremes,
indicating a greater shift in distribution of nighttime

temperatures than that of daytime temperatures
– globally. Most of Asia also shows trends
consistent with warming, but these are assessed
here to be of medium confidence because of
lack of literature for several regions apart from
the 2006 global study from Alexander et al.61 In
some parts of the Asia-Pacific region, close to a
doubling of the occurrence of warm nights and a
halving of the occurrence of cold nights has been
experienced.62 Recent assessment, also indicate
that there is low (where there is lack of literature/
studies) to high (depending on location) shifts in
terms of warm spells/heat waves in southeast
Asia and Oceania (e.g., Australia, New Zealand).63

Figure 13
Observed and Projected Annual Mean Temperature Anomalies for the philippines Period
1951 to 2100 (Departure from 1971-2000 normal values)
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Figure 14
Observed annual mean temperature anomalies (1951-2010)
in the Philippines based on 1971-2000 normal values
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Figure 15
Observed annual mean annual maximum temperature
anomalies in the Philippines during the 1951-2010 period
(compared with the 1971-2000 normal values)
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Figure 16
Observed annual mean annual minimum temperature
anomalies in the Philippines during the 1951-2010 period
(compared with the 1971-2000 mean values)
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Climate change has caused exceptional
sea level rise in the Philippines
As a geographically isolated low-lying archipelagic
nation, the Philippines is in a particularly
vulnerable position. “Sea level rise has been
occurring significantly faster in the Philippine Sea
than elsewhere around the world.”67 This problem
is compounded by the fact that the country is
surrounded by warm Pacific Ocean waters (warm
waters fuel storms, making them more powerful).
The Philippines’ already warm waters are heating
up fast.

This can cause problems during superstorms. “As
Haiyan began forming, sea temperatures were
between 0.5 and 1 degree Celsius higher than
normal in the waters east of the Philippines.”68

Figure 17
Annual average sea-level rise, 1983-2010
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Figure 18
Trends in the frequency of days with
maximum temperature above the 1971-2000
mean 99th percentile

Figure 19
Trends in the frequency of days with
minimum temperature below the 1971-2000
mean 1st percentile

A new map with a clearer global picture
of sea level rises
“Scientists have reviewed almost two decades
of satellite data to build a new map showing the
trend in sea levels. Globally, the oceans are rising
but there have been major regional differences
over the period… A major reassessment of 18
years of satellite observations has provided a new,
more detailed view of sea-level change around
the world. Incorporating the data from a number
of spacecraft, the study re-affirms that ocean
waters globally are rising by just over 3mm/yr.
But that figure, according to the reassessment,
hides some very big regional differences - up and
down. The Philippine Sea, for example, has seen
increases in excess of 10mm/yr.”69
Putting aside debates on specific mechanics
of global warming’s influence over various
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typhoons;70 climate change is very likely to have
made Yolanda deadlier in part because of sea
level rise.
With or without extreme weather events, sea level
rise poses problems for Filipinos. A 2007 report
by Greenpeace Philippines already showed that
even a partial and conservative projection of a
one-meter rise in sea level “is projected to affect
16 regions 64 out of 81 provinces, covering
at least 703 out of 1,610 municipalities,71
inundating almost 700 million square meters of
land and potentially displacing at least 1.5 million
Filipinos.”72 Other studies also found that sea
level rise contributed to coastal erosion in the
Philippines.73
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The Philippines is severely impacted by
frequent cyclones
Yolanda was not a rare occurrence. Rather,
2013 marked “the third year in a row that the
Philippines has been struck by devastating
storms of similar magnitude. In 2011, Tropical
Storm Sendong (international name Washi) left
more than 1,200 people dead as it sliced through
the southern province of Mindanao.”74 In 2012,
the even stronger category five Super Typhoon
Pablo (international name Bopha) killed more
than 1,000 people with 175mph winds (282km/h),
particularly affecting the island of Mindanao. “It
was the 16th major storm of the year, hundreds of
thousands of people had lost their homes.”75
The Asian Development Bank calculated, “In the
Philippines, the frequency of typhoons entering
its area of responsibility increased more than
four-fold during 1990–2003. On average, 20
tropical cyclones, most of them originating in the
Pacific, frequented the area each year, with nine
(on average) making landfall… During the past
15 years, the country was hit by the strongest
typhoon ever recorded, the most destructive
typhoon, the deadliest storm and the typhoon that
registered the highest recorded 24-hour rainfall.
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Figure 20
Devastating typhoons that hit the Philippines

According to Amadore (2005), extreme events
in the Philippines are usually accompanied by
persistent torrential rains that cause landslides
and flash floods, killing people and destroying
property as well as the environment. Almost
80% of disasters occurring in the country over
the past 100 years have been weather-related,
with typhoons and floods contributing to the two
highest event categories.”

The Philippines is located in the North Western
Pacific (WNP) area where the most number of
tropical cyclones (TCs) develop around the globe
(Fig. 2.9). On the average, 30 TCs develop a year
in the area and about 20 of them enter the PAR.
From 1948 to 2010, 1,641 TCs formed over the
WNP and 1,154 or 70% of them passed the PAR.
The tracks of all these TCs are shown here.

Scientists going back-and-forth and over
analyzing today’s storms “shouldn’t obscure the
fact that climate change will bring an assortment
of dangers, possibly including more powerful
storms,”77 as the global temperatures continue to
rise.

Climatologically, most TCs in the WNP are
generated in the Philippine Sea or the South
China Sea, within a latitude band of 10° to 25°N,
and also, that the three prevailing tracks of TCS
are a westward moving track, a recurving track
that continues toward Japan or Korean peninsula
and a recurving track to the northeast, mostly
east of 140°E;
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Figure 21
Disaster in Philippines (1905-2006)
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Figure 22
Areas of formation of tropical cyclones around the globe

Figure 23
Tracks of tropical cyclones over the Western North Pacific (WNP) for the period 1948-2010
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Climate change triggers rainfall shifts,
flooding, and droughts
Climate change is causing rainfall patterns in the
Philippines to shift, causing droughts and floods
and impacting the country’s agriculture – often
hurting poor farmers78 who can least afford to
implement climate change resilience measures.
A PAGASA study indicated that rainfall was
significantly less in March, April and May 2010;
and that increases in rain are likely in 2020 and
2050 in Luzon (0.9-63 %) and Visayas (2-22 %)
during the monsoon seasons (June-August and
September-November).79
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In calculating the extent of damages due to
floods and storms in the Philippines over the past
5 decades, the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
found that “recorded floods/storms have risen
dramatically, particularly in the Philippines, rising
from just under 20 during 1960—1969 to nearly
120 by 2000—2008.”80

Figure 24
Extent of Damages due to Floods/Storms (1960-2008)

For the country as a whole, the ADB also found
that: “since 1960, mean annual rainfall and the
number of rainy days in the Philippines have
increased. But as in other places, the country
has experienced similar variability in the onset of
the rainy season.” Regarding variability, climate
specialist Emmanuel G. Anglo81 found evidence
of decreased rainfall in Luzon and Mindanao
but increased rainfall in the Visayas.82 Climate
specialist Dr. Rosa T. Perez83 also found that
variability would continue in the future, with
impacts from ENSO events (El Niño Southern
Oscillation).84
The rates of increases or decreases in the trends
are point values (i.e., specific values in the
synoptic weather stations only) and are available
at PAGASA, if needed.

Extreme weather events and heavy rains cause
floods, flash floods, runoff into rivers and
reservoirs, mudslides, massive landslides and
more. “Between 1991 and 2006, around 10,000
people died as victims of flash floods
and landslides.”85 Amadore, who wrote an
earlier report for Greenpeace in 2005, found
that between 1975 and 2002, intensified tropical
cyclones cost the country 593 deaths on average,
and agriculture and property worth $138 million.86
Triggered by flooding (flooding may become
more likely as a result of climate change), “the
2001 Camiguin flash flood in the Philippines,
which was triggered by tropical typhoon Nanang,
affected more than 35,000 people and killed 157.
Total damage was estimated at $96 million. The
2006 Guinsaugon, Leyte landslide, which was
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Extreme daily rainfall trends
triggered by super typhoon Reming, killed 1,126
people. The 2006 Legazpi, Albay mudslide, also
brought about by typhoon Reming, killed 1,399
people and brought significant damage to the
communities of the area, many of which have had
to be completely rebuilt or relocated. These two
landslides, affecting more than 800,000 families,
were considered the world’s second and third
deadliest disasters of 2006.”87

The analysis of trend of extreme daily rainfall
intensity using the events that exceeded 99th
percentile for the period 1951-2008 shows
increasing (+) trend in most parts of the country
but with significant increase (95%) ( ) observed
only in Baguio (in Luzon), and Tacloban and Iloilo
(in the Visayas) as shown in Fig. 26. An exception
is the significant decrease ( ) in a single station
(Coron Island in Luzon).
Meanwhile, Fig. 27 shows the trend in the
frequency of the daily rainfall in excess of the
mean 99th percentile. Majority of the stations
all over the country show increasing (+) trend in
the number of days of extreme rainfall events. A
few stations (Laoag and Calapan (in Luzon) and
Tacloban and Panay (in the Visayas)) exhibited

Figure 25
Trends in extreme daily rainfall intensity in the
Philippines (1951-2008) compared with the
1971-2000 mean values.
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Figure 26
Trends of extreme daily rainfall frequency in
the Philippines (1951-2008) compared with the
1971-2000 mean value.

The period 1951 – 2008 analysis
has shown increases in both
the frequency and intensity
of extreme daily rainfall
events at most stations
throughout the Philippines

significant increases ( ), while again, Coron Island
(in Luzon) showed significant decrease
( ) l. Although the period 1951 – 2008 analysis
has shown increases in both the frequency and
intensity of extreme daily rainfall events at most
stations throughout the Philippines, the majority
do not show a high level of statistical significance
at the 95% confidence level.
Summarizing these results, in the Philippines, the
period 1951 – 2008 analysis has shown increases
in both the frequency and intensity of extreme
daily rainfall events at most stations throughout
the Philippines, although, with very few stations
showing
statistically
significant
increases
(additionally, there is no spatial coherence as
there remains a high level of variability between
stations).
In 2007, the AR4 (Trenberth et al., 2007) concluded
that it was likely that there had been increases
in the number of heavy precipitation events
(e.g., 95th percentile) over the second half of the
20th century within many land regions, even in

those where there had been a reduction in total
precipitation amount, consistent with a warming
climate and observed significant increasing
amounts of water vapor in the atmosphere.
Recent studies have updated this assessment
of the AR4, with more regional results now
available (IPCC, 2012; IPCC, 2013). Overall, this
additional evidence confirms that more locations
and studies show an increase than a decrease
in extreme precipitation, but that there are also
wide regional and seasonal variations, and trends
in many regions are not statistically significant.
The IPCC 2013 has updated the assessment
of trends of extreme precipitation globally to
from low confidence (lack of literature) to high
confidence and it is likely that there have been
statistically significant increases in the number of
heavy precipitation events (e.g., 95th percentile)
in more regions than there have been statistically
significant decreases, but there are strong
regional and subregional variations in the trends
(i.e., both between and within regions).
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Extreme monsoon performance
On monsoon activity, the most notable extreme
event in the Philippines is the enhanced southwest
monsoon, locally termed as “habagat,” that
happened on 6-8 August 2012. This has caused
great flooding over Metro Manila and surrounding
provinces with a total damage to infrastructures
and agriculture amounting to about PHP
639 million and PHP 1.6 billion, consecutively. A
death toll of 95 persons was recorded and more
than 800,000 families were left homeless. Daily
rainfall of 323.4 mm (August 6), 391.4 mm (August
7), and 292.6 mm (August 8) were recorded at the
Science Garden, Quezon City PAGASA Station.
The total 3-day rainfall of 1007.4mm for August
6-8 is about 200% of the August monthly normal
rainfall (504.2mm) at the observing site. The daily
rainfall was continuous for 24 days from July 16
to August 8 with peak on August 6-8. Fig. 28
shows the extent of flooding in Metro Manila as a
result of massive flooding.
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Droughts and floods
Climate change could brings us not only more
heavy rains and flooding but also more droughts
and more unpredictability.
When examining climate change impacts and
water resources in the Philippines, PAGASA
found that:
Extreme climatic events like droughts and floods
have serious negative implications for major water
reservoirs in the country. A preliminary and limited
assessment of the country’s water resources was
undertaken through the application of general
circulation model (GCM) results and climate

change scenarios that incorporate incremental
changes in temperature and rainfall and the use
of a hydrological model to simulate the future
runoff-rainfall relationship. Results showed that
changes in rainfall and temperature in the future
will be critical to future inflow in the Angat reservoir
and Lake Lanao, with rainfall variability having a
greater impact than temperature variability. In
the Angat reservoir, runoff is likely to decrease
in the future and be insufficient to meet future
demands for water. Lake Lanao is also expected
to have a decrease in runoff in the future.89
Through the years, extreme rainfall events

Extreme climatic events
like droughts and floods
have serious negative implications for major water
reservoirs in the country.
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manifested through the occurrence of floods
and droughts as a result of rainfall variability has
considerably impacted the users of impounded
water both in the Magat Dam and Lake Lanao dam.
There has been high variability in rainfall received
in the country during the period 1951-present,
primarily due to changes in the rainfall-causing

systems in the country which include ENSO
events and tropical cyclone occurrences. For
instance, a previous study on the impacts of
ENSO events during the 1971-2000, drought
episodes in varying intensities in different parts
of the country had been observe.

Impacts of Enso on Philippines rainfall

IMPACTS OF ENSO ON PHILIPPINE RAINFALL
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Figure 27
Drought episodes in different parts of the country in varying intensities (as shown in accompanying
legend) during the ENSO events, 1971-2000. (Source: PAGASA)
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The 1997–1998 El Niño drought years led to
severe water shortages at the Angat reservoir,
which provides most of the water for Metro Manila
and required water rationing as well as disrupting
hydroelectric power. Drought leads to water stress,
which impacts ecosystems, forestry, agriculture,
livelihood, health,90 and human settlements. Our
forests could face diebacks or forest fires during
droughts. Communities depending on ecological
services provided by forests will suffer. “In the
Philippines, the highest recorded forest fire
damage occurred in the El Niño years of 1983,
1992, and 1998 when fire destroyed between
50,000 and 65,000 ha of forests… Thousands of
hectares of secondary growth and over-logged
forests were also burned during the 1997–1998
ENSO events (Glantz 2001, PAGASA 2001).”91

El Niño-related droughts – amplified by climate
change – are costly to the Philippine economy.92
Top officials are now speaking out about how
climate change exacerbates droughts and
rainfall in the Philippines. “Undersecretary
Graciano Yumul of the Department of Science
and Technology (DOST) said that in the next 20
to 50 years, the Philippines would find ‘the dry
seasons drier and the wet seasons wetter…With
the climate change scenario, we will see more
of this as a frequent reality,’ Yumul said in an
interview. ‘What we used to consider as abnormal
we should now consider as normal,’ he noted.”93

Changes in Mean Annual Rainfall over the Philippines
NORMAL		EL NINO		LA NINA		ALL YEARS

Figure 28
Difference in mean annual rainfall, 1976-2000 minus 1951-1975. ENSO events based on
Multivariate ENSO Index (Wolter and Timlin 1998)
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Negative impacts
of climate change
Impacts on agriculture
Temperature and rainfall changes related to
climate change (which is itself largely fueled by
coal) affect agriculture in the Philippines. “Crops
have been shown to suffer decreases in yields
whenever temperatures have exceeded threshold
values and possibly result to spikelet sterility, as
in the case of rice… In areas where rain patterns
change or when extreme events such as floods
or droughts happen more often, grain and other
agricultural produce could suffer shortfalls…
Tropical cyclones, particularly if there will be an
increase in numbers and/or strength will continue
to exert pressure on agricultural production.
Moreover, temperature increases coupled with
rainfall changes could affect the incidence/
outbreaks of pests and diseases, both in plants
and animals. Decreased yields and inadequate job
opportunities in the agricultural sector could lead
to migration and shifts in population, resulting to
more pressure in already depressed urban areas,
particularly in mega cities. Food security will
largely be affected, especially if timely, effective
and efficient interventions are not put in place.
Insufficient food supply could further lead to more
malnutrition, higher poverty levels and possibly,
heightened social unrest and conflict.”95
According to scholars from the Department of
Agronomy; Institute of Statistics; and School
of Environmental Science and Management, at
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the University of the Philippines Los Baños,
“Typhoons, floods and droughts caused 82.4%
of the total Philippine rice losses from 1970
to 1990….
Weather aberrations, climatic
fluctuations such as El Niño, and the growing
concern for their effects on agriculture have
stimulated academic, public and policy-level
interests on the analysis of the impacts of
climate variability on agricultural production
systems…Long-term
climate
variability
influences sowing date, crop duration, crop
yield, and the management practices adapted
in rice production. Short-term weather episodes
can also affect yield by inducing changes in
temperature, potential evapotranspiration and
moisture availability. The degree of vulnerability
of crops to climate variability depends mainly
on the development stage of the crops at the
time of weather aberration.”96
The author of a study on small rice farmers’
adaptation to climate change in the Philippines
found that farmers were already affected by
climate change in the two areas studied in
depth. Moreover, the author stated: “with
regard to temperature, a scientific study done in
2004 reported that rice yields in the Philippines
decline with higher night temperature due to
global warming. They determined that for each
1 °C increase, there was a corresponding 10
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Figure 29
Philippines rice production (arrows indicate El Niño events)

percent decrease in yield (Peng, et al.). Lasco et
al. (2006 cited in Tolentino 200998) also found that
rice yields can vary from 6.6 percent increase to
14 percent decrease for every 1 °C increase in
temperature.”99 Other reports and research by
climate specialists working on the intersection
of climate change and agriculture also point to
problems looming in the Philippines’ future –
including work that shows how rice production
stands to be affected by changes in El Niño events.
Impacts of climate variability/climate change
on Philippine agriculture were shown in a
vulnerability and adaptation assessment done in
2008 in the preparation of the Second National
Communication (SNC) of the Philippines to
the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). This assessment
indicated that agricultural production had been
highly dependent on temperature increases and
rainfall changes, such that yields decreased

in years when temperatures were unusually
high and rainfall arrived late and/or became
less, and increased in those years when rainfall
exceeded the threshold values for critical stages
of the crops. For rice production in particular,
process-based simulation studies in selected
representative stations in the country applying
projected temperature increases and rainfall
changes in 2020 and 2050 showed decreasing
yields as temperature increase and rainfall
decrease beyond threshold values at critical
stages of the crop. Agricultural production is to a
large degree influenced by water availability and
threshold temperature values.

Crops have been shown to
suffer decreases in yields
whenever temperatures have
exceeded threshold values.
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In the Philippines, we have already seen cropping
seasons during El Niño years during which
farmers were obliged to give up rain-fed rice farms
because of droughts.101 Maize, sugarcane, and
coconut were also affected. Recurrent extreme
droughts have lessened gross value added and
volume of production in the agricultural sector
in some regions particularly during the El Niño
years of 1982–1983 and 1997–1998.102 A +2
degrees Celsius rise in temperature could reduce
rice yield by 22% in the country.103
Climate change’s potential deleterious effects on
agriculture could hurt many vulnerable people, as
well as hurting the economy overall. Regarding
the contribution of agriculture to the economy, the
Gross Value Added of Agriculture in 2011 for the
Philippines was 15,397 million US$.104 Moreover,

100
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Figure 30

agriculture contributed to 35% of employment
in the Philippines in 2009; in 2010 it was 33%;
and in 2012 it was 32% of employment.105 Of
course, the agricultural sector provides food,
domestically, as well as for exports, so it is tied
to food security, especially for society’s most
vulnerable. The Philippine economy and food
security are heavily dependent on local agricultural
production. Around 47% of the total land area of
the Philippines is dedicated to agriculture and
2/3 of the population depends on it for livelihood,
to some extent.106 If climate change negatively
influences agricultural productivity, that affects
our GDP, unemployment, and food security too.
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Impacts on health
It is now widely accepted that climate change can
have impacts on health, globally. A study by the
ADB on health impacts of climate change in three
countries including the Philippines, cited World
Health Organization data in a table that neatly
sums up the biggest global health impacts:
Specifically in the Philippines, this ADB study
highlighted links between rainfall patterns
(shifting with climate change) and patterns in the
number of cases of dengue.

Scholars Flavier et al. found that in the Philippines,
malaria, dengue, diarrhea, and cholera showed a
10–58% association between health and climate
variables.108
A University of the Philippines article about “Health
Impacts of Climate Change,” cited an “interview
with the ‘mosquito expert’, entomologist and
public health professor Dr. Lilian A. De Las
Llagas [who] highlights the fact that vector-borne
diseases are the most important public health
problems confronting the nation today.
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Projected Health Impacts of Climate Change

Figure 30 107

Figure 31
Monthly Rainfall and Number of Cases of Denge Fever in the
Philippines 1990-1999

These mosquito-borne diseases, particularly
dengue and malaria, are the major health
problems of the country.”109
Scholar Amadore also found that health was
affected by extreme heat, water shortages,
flooding, and other catastrophes linked to ENSO
events in the Philippines.110 The 1997 El Niño
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and 1998 La Niña triggered cholera, dengue,
malaria and typhoid outbreaks. “Dengue cases
have significantly increased since the early 1990s
when the number of recorded dengue cases then
averaged only about 5,000 per year. In 1998 and
2003, the number of dengue cases rose by six- to
seven-fold to 35,500 and 30,000, respectively.” 111

Denge Cases vs.
Temperature Change

Figure 32

Malaria Cases vs.
Temperature Change

122

These scholars are not alone in their assessments
of the risks that climate changes poses to health
in the Philippines. The WHO in the Philippines has
also warned of the real potential impacts on health
in the Philippines, that climate change is having
and will have, citing links between temperature
spikes and dengue, cholera, malaria, typhoid,
and other diseases.113

Health was affected by extreme heat, water shortages,
flooding, and other catastrophes linked to ENSO events
in the Philippines.
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Impacts on the economy
Climate change and associated weather-related
calamities create massive financial burdens for
the Philippines. The ADB estimates that “without
further mitigation or adaptation… Indonesia,
Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam are projected
to suffer a mean loss of 2.2% of gross domestic
product (GDP) by 2100 on an annual basis, if
market impact only (mainly related to agriculture
and coastal zones) are considered, well above
the world’s 0.6%. The mean impact could be
dramatically worse, equivalent to 5.7% of GDP
each year by 2100, if non-market impact (mainly
related to health and ecosystems) is included; and
6.7% if catastrophic risks are also considered.
These are far higher than the world’s 2.2% and
2.6%, respectively.”114
Superstorms alone cost the Philippines billions of
dollars. As mentioned earlier, Philippine officials
declared that post-Yolanda reconstruction would
cost vast sums.
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Date

Event

Damages: Total Cost
Number of Casualties

November to December 2004

Real, Infanta and Aurora (REINA)
flashflood and mudflows

PHP 8 billion
1,068 dead
553 missing

February 17, 2006

Northeast monsoon St. Bernard,
Southern Leyte flashflood/
landslide

PHP 115 million
154 dead
968 missing

September 2006

Rage of TY MILENYO
(international name: XANGXANE)

PhP 6.6 billion
213 dead
48 missing

November 28 to December 3,
2006

TY REMING (international name:
DURIAN) devastated Bicol region,
max winds 320 KPH

PHP 5,4 billion
734 dead
764 missing

June 2008

TY FRANK (international name:
FENGSHAN) MV Princess of the
Stars sank

PHP 13.3 billion
557 dead
87 missing

September 26, 2009

TS ONDOY (international name:
KETSANA),
Flooding in Metro Manila

PHP 10.9 billion
464 dead
37 missing

September 30 to October 10,
2009

TY PEPENG (international name:
PHARMA),
Flooding in Northern Luzon

PHP 27.3 billion
465 dead
47 missing

October 16-21, 2010

TY JUAN (international name:
MEGI)

PHP 12 billion
31 dead
4 missing

December 16, 2011

TS SENDONG (international
name: WASHI), Flashflood in
Cagayan de Oro & Iligan City in
Mindanao

PHP 2.1 billion
1,268 dead
181 missing

August 6-8, 2012

Enhanced “habagat” (southwest
monsoon), Flooding in Metro
Manila

PHP 2.3 billion
95 dead

December 3, 2012

TY PABLO (international name:
BOPHA) devastated Mindanao

PHP 43.2 billion
1,248 dead
834 missing

November 8, 2013

TY YOLANDA (international name: PHP 39 billion
Haiyan) devastated Visayas region 6293 people dead
1061 missing

Table: Weather- related disasters experienced in the Philippines over the past 10 years
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But even before that, weather-related calamities
in 2012 “claimed over 3,000 lives, affected 15.3
million Filipinos and resulted in economic losses
of over PHP 26 billion.”115 At the 2012 United
Nations Climate Talks, “Conference of the Parties
18” held in Doha, the Philippines chief climate
change envoy and (Philippines Climate Change
Commission Commissioner) Naderev Saño
stated, “Each destructive typhoon season costs
us 2% of our GDP, and the reconstruction costs
a further 2%, which means we lose nearly 5% of
our economy every year to storms.”116
Scholars from PAGASA found that “During the
past few decades, extreme climatic events have
adversely affected the Philippine economy.”117
In the Philippines, the damage due to destructive
tropical cyclones is seen to be increasing for
the past four decades; from US$124 billion in
1971-1980 to US$2,890 billion in 2001-2010.
For the past 10 years, weather-related disasters
experienced are listed in the table below. In 2004
flashfloods and landslides in Quezon and Aurora
provinces had occurred due to three consecutive
tropical cyclones from November to the first week
of December. One of the most disastrous events
was the passage of typhoon Pepeng (international
code name: Pharma) resulting to PHP 27.296
billion (US$ 620 million) in damages. Metro
Manila residents will never forget two massive
flooding events; the first one brought about by
tropical storm Ondoy on September 26, 2009
during which 500 mm of rainfall was recorded in
24 hours, and second, the enhanced “habagat “

or southwest monsoon which brought a deluge
of rains on August 8, 2012. Another devastating
storm was typhoon Pablo, which wiped out the
low-lying communities in Mindanao on December
3, 2012, barely a year after the tropical storm
Sendong tragedy in Cagayan de Oro and Iligan
City on December 16, 2011.
The common denominator of all these tragic
events was flooding due to excessive rainfall.

the Philippines is already
paying a heavy financial
price for climate change.
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Damage cost (Billion US Dollars)
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Figure 33
Total cost of damage due to destructive tropical cyclones per decade for
the period 1971-2010

Even if the nation’s decision makers and
energy moguls disregard how climate change
drives deaths, human suffering, environmental
destruction, and social upheaval, they must
consider that the Philippines is already paying
a heavy financial price for climate change.
If the Philippines, which stands to lose so much
economically, is still embracing coal domestically,
how can it call on the world’s biggest coal burners
to change course? Should not the Philippines
set an example at home, if it is calling abroad
for a dramatic shift away from coal and fighting
for a fair, ambitious, legally binding climate
change treaty? Is there not a huge disconnect
between the Philippines’ progressive position
at the UNFCCC, where they make demands
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internationally on the one hand, and on the other,
the Philippines’ headlong domestic rush towards
coal.
If the Philippines, which stands to lose so much
economically, is still embracing coal domestically,
how can it call on the world’s biggest coal burners
to change course? Should not the Philippines set
an example at home, if it is calling abroad for a
dramatic shift away from coal and fighting for a
fair, ambitious, legally binding climate change
treaty? Is there not a huge disconnect between the
Philippines’ progressive position at the UNFCCC,
where they make demands internationally on
the one hand, and on the other, the Philippines’
headlong domestic rush towards coal.
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Not cutting it:
National policies on coal
and climate change
The Department of Energy must reform its
misguided Philippine Energy Plan, scrap its
proposals for 45 new coal-fired power plants,
and instead craft a new plan to quit coal,
stop contributing to climate change, remove
roadblocks to renewable energy development
and make the Philippines a global leader in green
energy.
International assistance, papers and strategies
will not be enough if we, as a nation, fail to
deal squarely with the herd of elephants in the
room: an irresponsible headlong rush to coalbased energy; ineffective promotion of renewable
energy; and inadequate national or local energy
efficiency initiatives.

Although it could stillchange
course and become a true
climate defender in the
future.
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The Philippine Climate Change Commission
can do more
The Philippine Climate Change Commission
(CCC) has a good National Climate Change Action
Plan (NCCAP). Unfortunately, the Department of
Energy’s Philippine Energy Plan, which advocates
for more coal, conflicts with the NCCAP,119 as
well as the National Framework Strategy on
Climate Change (NFSCC), and guidelines for
Local Climate Change Action Plan (LCCAP).
Although it could still change course and become
a true climate defender in the future, in the past the
CCC has been defending coal instead of opposing
it. Previously, Commissioner Heherson Alvarez of
the CCC “jumped to the defense of President
Benigno Aquino’s national renewable energy
policy, which has been slammed by environmental
groups… [and] told Greenpeace that the country’s
economic reality meant that coal-fired powers
stations were a necessity… [emphasis added]
He was responding to a Greenpeace statement
that criticized the president’s preference for coalfired power as ‘alarming’.”120 CCC Commissioner
Alvarez’ notion that developing renewable energy
sources should go hand in hand with embracing
coal is absurd and disregards all science on
coal and climate change. It has undermined
the CCC’s credibility. Ignoring the fact that
existing geothermal, modern biomass, and hydro
are already cost competitive with coal in the
Philippines, and that other forms of renewables
can also save the Philippines money and jobs in

the short, medium, or long term (as explained in
the Greenpeace report, Green is Gold) Alvarez
has echoed the coal industry’s mendacious
claim that “economic limitations dictate the
continued pursuit of coal-based energy.”121 CCC
Commissioner Alvarez publicly stated the untruth
that alternative energy “cannot yet compete with
fossil fuel prices,” and that “economic realities
dictate the expedient use of hydrocarbons for
power generation as the Philippines strives for
stability and growth.”122 The truth is that many
alternative energy technologies are already
competing with fossil fuel prices. Geothermal
and hydro are already cost-competitive.123 Solar
and wind are rapidly becoming cheaper and more
cost-effective, with solar particularly valuable at
peak hours, when it is most powerful and when
demand is also at its peak.124 Moreover, using
fossil fuels feeds climate change, which poses
existential threats to the Philippines that could
snuff out all stability or growth.
Greenpeace calls on the CCC to speak out
squarely against the 45 new coal fired power
plants coming online; and mainstream a call to
quit coal into the NCCAP. Greenpeace calls on
the CCC to show true leadership, fully embrace
its role, and take steps immediately to remedy the
policy incoherence of multiple conflicting plans,
none of which has a seamless or consistent
approach to reducing the Philippines’ greenhouse
gas emissions.

We have a problem implementing our
environmental laws
The truth is, talking a green talk does not absolve
the government from the need to walk the green
walk. Policies such as the Renewable Energy
Act of 2008, the Philippine Climate Change Act
of 2009, the Philippine Energy Plan 2008-2030’s
emphasis on renewables, or Republic Act 9729
(which seeks to mainstream climate change into
the formulation of government policy by setting
up a National Framework Strategy and Program
on Climate Change) and many others will all
remain paper tigers unless the elephants in the
room are addressed, especially our increasing
use of coal.
The Philippines’ current energy policy needs to
be overhauled in order to steer the country on
the right path to (a) avoid making climate change
impacts worse; (b) show real international
climate leadership and strengthen the country’s
standing in international negotiations; (c) build
a climate resilient energy infrastructure through
decentralized renewable energy systems; (d)
deliver real development benefits with large scale
renewable energy projects including job creation
and GDP growth with minimal environmental and
social externalities.
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The top leadership can do better
President Benigno Aquino III has attempted to
portray coal as necessary and positive, while
touting an inadequate renewable energy policy.
In his 2013 State of the Nation Address, Aquino
“lamented the protests against building power
plants and in favor of investing in renewable
energy sources. The President defended the
construction of more coal-fired power plants in
his 2013 State of the Nation Address, citing his
perceptions of the alleged limitations of renewable
energy. Aquino stated, “Let me be clear: I believe
in renewable energy and we support its use,
but there should also be baseload plants that
can ensure a steady supply of electricity for our
homes and industries… The plant in Redondo,
Zambales is a good example. A TRO was issued
against the plant because of the argument that
renewable energy is better. Did they happen
to mention that renewable energy is also more
expensive—from the cost of building the plants
to the eventual price of energy?... Did they
mention that it cannot provide the baseload—the
capacity required to make sure brownouts do
not occur? If you put up a wind-powered plant,
what do you do when there is no wind? If you
put up a solar plant, what do you when the sky
is cloudy?” The President is not alone in publicly
stating misleading or untruthful statements about
coal and renewable energy. Energy Secretary
Carlos Jericho L. Petilla declared, “renewable
energy is the ideal form of energy but the cost of
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putting up plants for this type of energy is very
high to the point that power consumers could
pay double the monthly rate they are paying now,
[whereas] coal is the only answer to the nation’s
current extreme power shortages.” Even on
the 15th of May 2014, at the inauguration of the
country’s biggest new solar plant, San Carlos
Solar Energy in Negros Occidental (SACASOL),
President Aquino still backed coal, and stated: “I
am pleased to announce that more power plants
are underway for the Visayas Grid alone, with
most slated for commissioning from this year
until 2016: from traditional energy sources…” In
the same speech, he continued, “As you might
know, there is a need for government to manage
the energy mix, from which the cost of power is
derived. Unfortunately, renewable energy is still
the most expensive component. It follows that if
our entire energy mix is derived from renewable
sources, then the price of electricity—which
people are already complaining about today—will
rise even more.”
The president’s pro-coal statements were
inaccurate, as we argued in our Green is Gold
report. Greenpeace’s findings are supported by
overwhelming evidence that the use of coal comes
with severe social, economic and environmental
costs. Even before the Feed in Tariff, several
renewable energies were cost competitive
with coal, and renewable energy is all the more

The facts are clear. The
science is there. Coal is
costing us billions as a result
of climate change. The
time has come to quit coal.
financially viable now because of the FIT – even
without considering social, health, environmental
or other costs. When the latter are factored in,
the balance sheet is clear: coal and the climate
change it foments, cost the Philippines exorbitant
sums.
Instead of taking Greenpeace’s word for it, the
President should commission an independent
assessment of the true cost of coal to the
Philippines. We also call on President Aquino
to abandon the 45 new coal-fired power plants,
stand up for renewable energy loud and clear,
promote robust energy efficiency policies,
prioritize the environment in his reform agenda,
and make history.
The facts are clear. The science is there. Coal is
costing us billions as a result of climate change.
The time has come to quit coal.
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Greenpeace
Recommendations
• No new coal: Immediately impose a complete
ban on the construction of the 45 new coal plants,
and forbid any expansion of existing coal plants.
• Old coal must go: Establish a plan to retire the
existing 13 coal fired plants, with a clear retirement schedule.
• Go green: Fast track renewable energy projects
and remove roadblocks to renewable energy as a
matter of urgency (further, detailed recommend
ations on renewables can be found in our report
entitled Green is Gold).
• Coordinate better: Ensure greater coordination
with relevant authorities and policy coherence, in
a concerted effort to quit coal, embrace renewbles, promote, energy efficiency, and mitigate climate change impacts.
• Lead globally: Embrace an international leade
ship role to push for a fair, ambitious, legally binding climate treaty, at the highest level.
• Empower communities: Develop a sustainable master-plan for climate resilience establishing
decentralized, community-based renewable energy systems connected to micro-grids.
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